Reception in Yekaterinburg
The Ural Tourist Alliance is engaged in tourist service of the non-residents and foreign citizens visiting the Ural region. Our
company undertakes a complete and comprehensive solution of the questions connected with the organization of your business
and private guests trip.
At your service:
Visa support for foreign tourists, invitations to Russia
Airport transfer by a private car of any class;
Hotel booking in Yekaterinburg and Sverdlovsk region;
Transport service with providing the driver with transport or transport only.
Excursion service: sightseeing tour around Yekaterinburg, bus excursions across the Urals: to "Ganina Yama", to the Border of
Europe and Asia, Verkhoturye, Nzhnyaja Sinyachikha, Koptelovo, Olenji Ruchji, etc.
Interpreters;
Help in organizing and holding of conferences:
the choice of an event site / round tables / seminars / trainings / meetings (for example in showroom of the Iset hotel, in the
business exhibition complex WTCE or in the Oktyabrskaya hotel),
equipment for rent,
catering for participants: coffee breaks, lunches, buffet receptions, banquets,
gala dinners with entertainment program / thematic dinners,
the accompanying coordinator.
We are ready to help you with an escort, if you need to make a route of group, to get language support during the transfer from
the airport to a venue or hotel.
"The Ural tourist Alliance" are ready to undertake all cares on your escorting from the beginning of your trip to your departure.
Our experienced interpreters will help your guests to feel comfortable and sure in an urban environment of Yekaterinburg and the
Ural region. They will create such language space in which your guests will feel confident without paying attention to language
barriers.
Escort in the following languages:
English
Chinese
German,
French
Italian
Spanish
Turkish
Arabic
Excursion programs
Classical Yekaterinburg
Bus excursion to historical sights of Yekaterinburg: Historical Square where in 1723 the main plant in the Urals was constructed,
along the oldest hydraulic engineering construction of the city - the dam of the first plant, along the granite embankment of the
picturesque city pond. Tourists will see the main square of the city where the monument to Lenin - the leader of the Soviet Russia
is set, will visit places, connected with the name of the First Russian President – Boris Yeltsin. The modern megalopolis will also
show its elegant merchant mansions of the "gold-rush" times (19 century), modern shopping centers, theatrical quarters and
universities. Everyone discovers the capital of the Urals in their own way.
Objects of demonstration:
- The place of emergence of the Yekaterinburg city-plant in 1723 (Dam), with Historical Square alley of huge Ural minerals,
- embankment of the city pond, ancient mansions and Yekaterinburg City, modern business center of the Ural capital:
October Square, Reception Palace of the President, Yeltsin center;
- the place of the imperial family death where nowadays there is one of three Russian Churches on Blood and a Patriarchal
Metochion;
- unique buildings of Constructionism style,
- well-known theaters- the winners of gold masks and other awards: Opera theater, Theatre of the musical comedy; Kolyadatheater;

- modern monuments and art objects – a monument to the keyboard, lamp shades on streetlights, the highest skyscraper in Asian
part of Russia and many other not less surprising things.
Last days of the Russian tsar (Ganina-Yama)
There has been written a lot about the mystical value of the Tsar-martyr Nikolay's murder. Murder of the Russian Orthodox Tsar
- the Lord's Anoited caused irreversible changes in the spiritual atmosphere of the whole world.
People from all over the world come to bow to places where the Great monarch and his family spent their last days.
Our route will begin with a short sightseeing tour around the city with a visit of majestic Church on Blood. It is erected on the
site of engineer Ipatyev's house in the cellar of which the Imperial family were shot.
Then we will go to the natural boundary "Four Brothers" where to the abandoned mine Ganina-Yama, the remains of the tsar
Nicholay II and his family were reset.
The unique Orthodox monastery was built and is still working in this place. In its territory you will see 7 wooden Temples of
extraordinary beauty. In twilight all this monastery city as though got lost in the wood, seems fantastic.
1. The cost includes: Transport, guide services, entrance tickets.
2. You choose the time and the place of the excursion start!

